
 

72 Rush Hill, Bath, BA2 2QS. 
 
 
At a glance… 
 
  1970s detached property 
  Spacious, 4 bedroomed accommodation 
  No onward chain 
  Car-port and single garage 
  Attractive cottage-styling 
 Good access to Bath and Bristol 
 

Price £365,000 
 
 

The property 
This spacious and attractive 1970s semi-detached home 
features 4 bedrooms, and the bonus of a carport and 
garage. It is available with no-onward chain and early 
viewing is recommended. 
 
This charming, semi-detached cottage was converted 
along with its neighbouring property in the 1970s from 
three period cottages. 
 

The property begins with the main-entrance door to the 
small hallway off which is a downstairs cloakroom. The 
kitchen/dining room is generous in size with patio-doors 
to the gardens and gas-fire with back-boiler behind. The 
kitchen is traditional in style and includes a modern gas 
hob, electric oven and washing machine.  

 

 



 

 

 

 

Measurements - All dimensions are approximate. Fixtures, Fittings & Appliances - The mention of any appliances, fixtures, fittings &/or appliances does not imply they are in full 
efficient working order. Internal Photographs - Items shown in photographs are not included unless specifically mentioned within the details. They may be available by separate 
negotiation. Drawings/Sketches/Floor Plans - For general guidance only and is not to scale. General Disclaimer - Every care has been taken with the preparation of these Sales 
Particulars but they are for general guidance only and complete accuracy cannot be guaranteed.  If there is any point, which is of particular importance professional verification 
should be sought. These Sales Particulars do not constitute a contract or part of a contract. 

 

 
Upstairs, the long landing leads to 4 bedrooms and bathroom.  
 
Bedroom 1 is a large double to the front with built-in wardrobes,  
whilst bedroom 2 is another double room, tucked away to the rear.  
The third bedroom is a good single (which could accommodate a 
double bed if needed) and the fourth, an additional single.  
 
The shower room comprises a large shower cubicle, WC and hand-
basin.  
 
Outside, to the front, there is a covered car-port area which leads to 
the large single garage and an additional patio with gates. The rear 
garden begins with a patio area with steps up to 2 upper lawns with 
a selection of shrubbery and hedging. 
 
Location 
Rush Hill is conveniently located towards the top of the Southern 
slopes of Bath and is very well connected for bus and road access to 
Bath and Bristol. A Sainsbury’s supermarket is available in Odd Down 
just 5 minutes drive way and the Odd Down Cycle with BMX and 
standard cycle track and sports facilities is close-by. Many of Bath’s 
sought-after Primary and Secondary schools are also situated on the 
Southern side of the City. 
 
How to get there 
Take the A367 from the Churchill Roundabout, through Bear Flat and 
continue up the Wellsway. Turn right at the Red Lion roundabout 
and continue along Frome Road (which becomes Rush Hill). The 
property is situated on the left hand side just above the Bath 
Community Academy. 

1 Hayes Place, Bear Flat, Bath BA2 4QW 

Tel: (01225) 422 224 
E-mail: homes@mark-naylor.com 

 

 

 


